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Huawei CFO Meng was denied
her constitutional rights in
Canada arrest, lawyer argues
Meng appeared for another preliminary hearing Wednesday at the
Supreme Court of British Columbia as her defence lawyers seek to
discredit the U.S. handover request

Technologies Chief Financial Officer Meng Wanzhou is escorted by security as she leaves her home on May 8,
2019 in Vancouver. Jeff Vinnick/Getty Images
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Huawei Technologies Co. Chief Financial Officer Meng Wanzhou
was denied her constitutional rights when she was detained for three
hours at the Vancouver airport in December before her arrest at the
request of U.S. authorities, her lawyers said.
Meng’s detention amounted to an “abuse” of process, according to
her lawyers, who are seeking to delay U.S. attempts to extradite her
on fraud charges over alleged dealings with Iran. Her lawyer, Scott
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Meng was released on $10 million (US$7.4 million) bail in December
and is living with her husband and youngest daughter at one of the
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family’s two luxury homes in Vancouver. She speaks regularly by
phone to her father, Hauwei’s billionaire founder Ren Zhengfei.
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Canada to allow extradition case to go ahead against Huawei executive
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Under house arrest in Vancouver, Huawei CFO lives in luxury and spends her
days out shopping

Crown lawyer John Gibb-Carsley told the court Wednesday Meng
wants to move from her house valued at $5 million to her other $13.3
million residence once renovations at the latter are complete.
ʻNot a single issue’:
Huawei touts 10-year
security record in
Canada amid Ottawa's
5G review

Meng appeared for another preliminary hearing Wednesday at the
Supreme Court of British Columbia as her defence lawyers seek to
discredit the U.S. handover request and argue Canada improperly
arrested her in December. Those matters must be dealt with before
extradition hearings can begin, her defence has said.
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Meng entered the court at about 10 a.m. Vancouver time, wearing a
long black dress and black blazer, carrying a dark blue Chanel
handbag. Her husband, Liu Xiaozong, wearing a brown velvet jacket,
sat in the first row of the public gallery, where about 140 people
gathered.
The finance chief’s lawyers are also seeking additional disclosure
about the details of the U.S. case against her. Meng sued the
Canadian government in March for allegedly trampling her
constitutional rights during her arrest, in an effort to discredit the
extradition case she’s facing. Meng has been under house arrest in
her Vancouver home since December.
China has accused Canada of abetting “a political persecution”
against its biggest technology company and has demanded the
release of Meng. Since December, China has detained two
Canadians on national security grounds, holding them in secret jails.
China also sentenced two other Canadians to death over drug
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The U.S. accuses her of tricking banks, including HSBC Holdings
Plc, into conducting transactions that potentially violated U.S.
sanctions on Iran. She faces multiple criminal charges, including
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fraud. Last week, U.S. prosecutors filed a motion seeking to
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was the U.S. deputy attorney general from 2011 to 2015, a period
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evidence in the fraud and sanctions-related case.
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shows that if Canada follows the letter of its law, Meng will probably
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be extradited. That said, she appears to be gearing up for a legal
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offensive. In March, she sued the Canadian government for
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damages, saying that her constitutional rights were breached and
that her arrest amounted to “false imprisonment.”
–With assistance from Kartikay Mehrotra and Josh Wingrove.
Bloomberg.com
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Quebecor eyes Transat acquisition, doubles dividend after earnings triple

Canada looks set to hold oﬀ on Huawei 5G decision until after the election

Torstar reports $7.4 million loss in rst quarter, revenue down from a year ago

ʻNot a single issue’: Huawei touts 10-year security record in Canada amid Ottawa's 5G review
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Watch The Bank of Canada is underestimating the housing slump, Capital Economics warns
Developers are having a harder time securing their projects, senior economist says, which will bruise employment and consumption

Watch Onex's WestJet deal to shake up airline industry — and Air Transat may be its next target
The huge premium is a signal, analysts say, that Canadian airlines have been persistently undervalued relative to firms in other countries

Aphria president Jakob Ripshtein to resign in pot producer's latest management shuﬄe
Aphria did not specify what led to Ripshtein’s resignation or who would replace him

TFSAs were supposed to help low-income Canadians save for retirement. It's not working
Opinion: Too many are not getting the advice they need to shed their RRSPs — and some are still, wastefully, saving in them

CO M M EN T S
Postmedia is pleased to bring you a new commenting experience. We are committed to
maintaining a lively but civil forum for discussion and encourage all readers to share their views
on our articles. We ask you to keep your comments relevant and respectful. Visit our
community guidelines for more information.
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